Like many kids, Mason is afraid of bees.
Find out how an encounter with a mason bee changes
Mason’s life and makes him feel like a superhero!
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“This is a great book—not only for kids, but also for parents and teachers. Kids will enjoy
learning triva, while adults stand to learn as much as the kids, and will appreciate the resources
in the back as well. Best of all, parents may face pressure from their kids to actually use those
resources. The rhyming style of this book reminds me of Dr. Seuss, and The Lorax in particular
for its environmental message. The rhymes are clever and well thought-out. . .The book has a clear
message—protect the bees—and delivers it effectively. . .”
— Joel Gardner, University of Minnesota Bee Lab Research Associate
M ason M eets a M as on B ee

“This book is a must have in all science classrooms. The precise photographs guide the story
of Mason’s journey through observation and scientific inquiry with mason bees. The creative
rhythm and rhyme draws listeners in with every page turn. Be sure to take advantage of the
additional information from the educator’s guide and resources to extend learners love and quest
for knowledge. Creative and informative for all ages, Kindergarteners love it!”
— Kara Cassidy, Kindergarten Teacher
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